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요 약. Parr 의 Integral Hellmann-Feynman 이 론을 비대각꼴에 까지 일반화하여 의의를 갖도록 

하였으며 그 특징을 논하였다. 그리하여 이 비대각골을 결정장론에 미치는 배치작용의 효과를 검토 

하는데 적 용함으로서 , 모든 차의 섭 동 에 너지 를 하나의 묶음으로서 도입 하였디-. 그 결과尸, S 및 m 

로 특징 지 워 지 는 상태 들에 게 , 파라미 터 화 할수 있는 공통적 인 동경 적분이 존재 하지 않음을 밝혔다. 

그러나 만일 각 성분에 변형이 없고 동경성분에게 동등한 변형만이 있는 여기된 배치들의 작용만을 

허 락한다면, 이 는 고전적 인 결정 장론에 서 결정 장 파라메 터 와 Condon-Sla坨r 적 분 F" 의 척 도

를 변경시키는 결과를 초래함을 알게 되었다.

ABSTRACT. The integral Hellmann-Feynman Theorem of Parr is generalized to give a full 

significance to the off-diagonal form, and certain aspects of it are discussed. By use of the genera

lized form of the theorem, effects of configuration interaction to the crystal field theory are exami

ned, taking perturbation energies of all order collectively into account. Thus, it is shown that there 

do not exist, especially when the field is strong, the radial integral which is common to all states 

characterized by F, S and m, and could be parametrized. If, however, one restricts the perturbing 

excited states only to those angularly undistorted and radially equally distorted, there rewhs simple 

scaling of the crystal field parameter 10 Dq and Condon-Slater parameter Fn defined within the 

framework of the classical crystal field theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

The crystal field theory of Bethe1 and Van 

Vleck2 has played the pioneering r시e in expla

ining the energy states o£ complexes of the 

transition metals and rare earths. The theory3-5 

based on the assumption that the substituted ion 

feels a pur시y electrostatic field with point 

group symmetry of the lattice site it occupies. 

In practice, the theory employes semiempirical 
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method in which certain integrals are paramet

rized and determined by fitting the observed 

transitions6"^10.

Attempts to calculate the magnitude of the 

crystal field parameters wi아lin the actual frame

work, which is essentially based on the first 

order perturbation theory from the degenerate 

zero order configuration, have led to the results 

that disagree considerbly with 바le empirically 

deduced values11. Naturally and quite logically, 

the extensions of the theoretical framework to 

the second order have been tried with configu

ration interaction of excited states being taken 

into account. Perhaps, the work of Rajnak and 

Wybourne12,13 is the most typical one 사lis line. 

They have examined the effects of configuration 

interaction, by introducing additional effective 

two-and three-body interaction terms to the 

Hamiltonian. By use of the second order pertu

rbation scheme, they have concluded that, in 

spite of that the traditional theory was develo

ped without including the possibility of excited 

configuration interaction, many of its effects are 

autometically absorbed when the radial integrals 

appearing in crystal field theory are treated as 

parameters to be determined from the experi

mental data.

Now then, a legitimate next question is what 

happens if one includes fully the sum of all 

orders of the perturbations in configuration 

interaction. In the usual perturbation scheme, 

when the perturbed functions are obtained in 

the actual framework of the theory, it is har

dly possible even to express in meaningful form. 

Rajnak himself noted “in going to higher orders 

of perturbation, do higher order n-body interac

tions arise" On the other hand, if one tries to 

seek the elution via variational s사leme, one is 

confronted with other sort of difficulties. That 

is, the differ라ice of the expectation values, 

which is nothing but the perturbation energy, 
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does not depend linearly on the excited configu

rations which one mixes into the trial functions. 

Thus it lets one be unable to visualize the effe

cts of a specific configuration to the total pertu

rbation energy. One will be very happy if there 

exists such a form니a that i) it gives the sum 

of the perturbation energies of all orders if one 

uses exact perturbed wave functions, and ii) it 

conserves same form, as long as one uses pro

perly optimized initial (unperturbed) and final 

(perturbed) wave functions, and equals to the 

difference of the expectation values of initial 

and final states, and iii) the form of the for

mula facilitates to visualize the contribution of 

each component.

The very formula, having those traits which 

one hopes it to have, is the Generalized Integ

ral Hellmann-Feynman Formula, is going to be 

developed in the present paper.

In section II, we develop the formula just 

stated and discuss the characteristics of it. In 

the section III, we choose the system of (3e/)2 

configuration placed in the field of octahedral 

symmetry as model case, and discuss the effects 

of the configuration interaction, on the crystal 

field parameter and Condon-Slater integrals, 

and on the classical theory itself. We exclude 

the spin dependent interaction since we are not 

dealing with any real system presently.

II. GENERALIZED INTEGRAL HELLMANN 
-FEYNMAN THEORM

Given the Schrodinger equations

如 (1)

H^ = EiS，H=H7WH (2)

where AH is a perturbation and 饥-셔札 El 
Ef as /H—Q one can immediately write down

〈如 I 丑° + /HI <pi) = EK* 饥〉 (3)

or

〈州 JH\奶〉=(ElE?)〈如如〉 (4)
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Thus one has

E(-E?=〈잇쑤g" with〈血]访〉(5) 
\9k\W

which is the Generalized Integral Hellmann- 

Feynman Theorem (GIHF). With k~l, there 

results

国三 (Ef〈있㈱?〉 ⑹

which is the ordinary Integral Hellmann-Feyn

man Theorem (IHF)14M6 and has been known 

for some times.

Especially, if the zero order level has a de

generacy, GIHF takes a peculiar form：

〈如槌H\S〉
&娘0〉

组=

with〈勿I访〉스두0, E『=Ef (7)

In other word, one can take an arbitrary zero 

order function 如, as long as Ef~E°, to 

obtain the sum of the perturbation energies of 

all order, 0E,

Since the derivation of Eq. (5) is based on 

the Schrodinger equations (1) and (2)) with 

arbitrary approximation (for 桩)and 幻(for 

必)，it does not follow that

〈幻|H|幻〉―SIH。宓〉

〈幻 I 幻〉 <fk\fk> 

=〈方MHI幻〉 
<fk\gi>

with〈力 I幻〉:누 0 ⑻

However, it has been shown that Eq. (6) does 

hold indeed when both fi (for 彻)and 幻(for 

<pi) are composed of a common basis set (com

plete or limited)16, and the expectation values 

of the respective Hamiltonian are fully minimi

zed by solving the secular equations. It will be 

shown below that the same is true for the ge

neralized form. Suppose that one expand f= 

(/b /須…)and g=(git g2,…)with a common 

basis set $三(&,我…)such that

/=fa, a+a—1 (9)

g=3，3邛=1 C10)

where a and £ are chosen to satisfy

｛而 R/｝ (11)

緋旳3 二丑=渺必%•｝ (12).

上时三｛〈诳 IH。I &〉｝, H"三｛〈月 I h。I /,->｝ 

琲三｛〈狷H窗〉｝,卸三｛〈多I H\gj｝ (13)’

Then immediately it follows that 

a+H£g=a+3H9 (14)

a+H°%=H"a 邙 (15)

Subtracting Eq. (15) from Eq. (14), one obtains 

a+厶 供8=a+3H9—누B (16)

where

=HE—H" (17)

The kl element of Eq. (16) is

dH] 幻〉= ｛< 幻 旧| 幻〉— S| H이方〉｝ 

<fk\gi> (18)

which is equivalent to Eq. (14). Thus with

/岛三瓦一瓦。，由三〈幻！H|幻〉， 

剧三 力〉 (19)

One has

島一With〈方|团〉专0 (20)

4岛=
〈九 |勿히新〉 

<fk\gi>

岛。=瓦。with 61幻〉¥0, (21)

Since one is going to use very this form of 

GIHF in the following section, it may be 

wosthwhile to give a few comments on Eq. 

(21). Suppose, / is itself, which is the exact 

solution of the Schrodinger equation (1). That 

is, a is the unit matrix. Then, taking

f=©, 용 (22)

it follows from Eq. (21) that

赤『〈如JH|爲5麻伊七〉=急饥俨〉 
i i

with 主 0 砒=Ef (23)
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with

了普三3邠恐T (24)

According to Eq. (23), 놔｝e total perturbation 

energy AEi is linear with respect to each com

ponent 如 The ordinary variational treatment, 

where AEi is computed in terms of the differe

nce of the two expectation values, never shows 

such a linear dependence.

Furthermore, if one combines Eq. (16) with 

Eq. (22), there results

街8=8压一丑％ (25)

where

，特三｛〈如/히如〉｝ (26)

H。# ｛〈妇 H。I 如〉｝=国码。｝ (27)

Then if k belongs to the degenerate space (1< 

k<gd, E?=Eg£), then one obtains the secular 

equation

Z： ｛/I五畐)｝尙=0 l<k<gd (28)

of which eigenvalues are dEi=Ei—Egd°. When 

is a factored block form due to symmetry 

consideration, so is the matrix 眞 It means that 

only those 但's, which have nonvanishing 

△HjS, participates in 幻 via Eq. (22), as well as 

in

III. EFFECTS of CONFIGURATION INTEG
RATION on CRYSTAL FIELD THEORY

Presently, our system of interest*  is an atom, 

of which valence shell configuration is (3<Z)2, 

with the effective nuclear charge Z acting on 

the two electrons, and is placed in the field of 

octahedral symmetry, V°.

*One can extend to (3d)n system without any essen

tial feature of the formalism.

**Although one may add 나招 terms of P产 游,。) with, 

Z〉4, they are neglected because 나le addition does, 

not affect the reasoning given here at all.

卩。=泸⑴危。⑵ (29)

庆三产+泸4 (30)**

芥。三R。。腿顷(0,切=Yo° (但切(31) 

蝉三貯(厂)必(％),驴4(%) =

扈赤。游,饥+傷｛玲游,切+”(涉,切｝

(32)

The Hamiltonian is, neglecting spin-dependent 

interaction, given by

H=H° + V°-r^2 (33)

H°=h°W+h°(2) (34)>

胪=一* 1끼(35).

in atomic unit.

The one electron basis are (symmetry adap

ted) solutions of the Schrodinger equatons,

砂如=节如 (36)，

where i and k stand for 

£=1, 2, 3, 4,

U U V V

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

a a b 'b c c

如geg

互=1, 2, 3, 4, 

3Z 40 5』5g 6*

5,

For example 机 3 is 5Q orbital of g-spin with 

v-type eg symmetry of the octahedral group.

In constructin흥 the two electron basis set, we 

take only the one-electron excitation into acco

unt. One reason for this is that the two elect

ron excitation costs much higher energy than 

the one electron excitation in the hydrogenic 

atom. The two electron primitive functions, 

which behave exactly as the zero order functi

ons 如 in the octahedral field are given by

F (阳决二^补手히如⑴ 如"2) I +子歹

I如t(D如i(2)|｝ (t>J) (37)，

with

M= 
'I
Vy for 心
I for &=1

(38)
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，S- stands for ^-component of the total spin, 

and cp means 力一th function of ^-configuration 

(c=L 2, 3 for %% 您"and t2g2) • The 

choice of the primitive functions as Eq. (37) 

facilitates the symmetry adaptation. That is, 

the transformation matrix is common to all 

values of k-

, " S, &)疽=爵秘(尸,S, (39) 

p

vzherc 广，S stand for irreducible representation 

and total spin, and (九)means g-th component 

or 互—th basis vector (excitation to 〃一th level 

from k^l, 3d｝ with ^-configuration (g=1, 2, 

3 for 앙% 如gi, and t2s2). On the V° poten

tial, 愈are diagonal with respect to cq, but 

mix into each other through k. On the -— 
厂12 

potential, they are diagonal only with respect 

to q.

The completely diagonal bases on the total 

Hamiltonian are 난len constructed by

以尸,s,&)"二 S 0(r,s,&)湿

3(尸,(40)

(ESz) ,
軍(匚S,S為=s 2弦(厂s,£)疽 

C i-l

G(、匚 S, S])cq.mq (41)

where 0(r, S, Sz)mq is for without (excited) 

configuration interaction, and W (Z1, S, S^) mq is 

for with (excited) configuration interaction. 

(hereafter for brevity, the arguments in the 

parenthesis are omitted when there is no possi

bility of confusion) is the one which is used in 

the most naive form of the crystal field theory, 

in strong field case. Substituting ①of Eq. 

(39) into Eqs. (40) and (41), one obtains

©"= S , Sj Sz)cp：mq (42)

.and

劳期=S力2泪會"(尸,S, &)必“ (43)
C P *■

where

』(尸,5, 5Q)沪"三厶(尸,S, Sz)cp cg 

B(匚 S, Sz)Cq mq

and

Q(n s, 三A(广,S, sz\p cq 

G(尸,S, S况例/

(44)

(45)

In practice, the Acp,mq and Qcp：mqk 균冀 obtained 

by solving the respective secular equations.

According to the statement associated with 

Eq. (7), one can select any 成％ provided 

that the correponding Acrp-.C'q (and hence Ac>p>,mq 

and Qc,p, jnq1') does not vanish, to express the 

perturbation energies by use of GIHF. That is,

E⑴(广, s, m)三〈©시 晔+土 |<Z扇〉

= 3시 HI 编〉—〈。시 H。成箫 

= W시 H|—〈玲” IH。I 兀，"〉 

=3慕11 V。+;*  I。或〉〈F"，i I勤"1

(46)

Similarly

JE(/', S,，”)三領四IH\質，叫〉一〈0赫H。10次〉 

=〈0.시 HI 饥"〉—〈此，扩 I •四 兀，尸〉 

=〈"II V。+普2国“侦叩烦”泊

(47)

The matrix elements with respect to the F”％ 

are

〈FC'p'X I FcU〉=&cc,爲£>讯1 (48)

〈玲"卩。|F疽〉=毎'如,M｛〈如出。【希如1 +

如£〉+〈如〔 I 以이 8恐如' + 如%〉｝ (49)

〈玲片 I 늬 F/=冰知 (1) M (2)

一如1(1)如‘1(2) I土I加⑴队(2)

+们*( 1)如 i(2)〉 (50)

where one may recollect that i<Cj, and 3沱8打， 

corresponds to because there is one-to-

one correspondence between cp and ij by Eq. 

(37). Substituting Eqs. (42) and (43) into Eqs. 
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(46) and (47) respectively, and using the in

tegrals of Eqs. (48), (49) and (50), one ob

tains, with little manipulation,

E⑴(r, S, m) =〈F* 시 y° IF〃，1〉+cL S

〈F心,11 +13 齐쯔- =〈如 11。° I 如 1〉 
矿 12

+〈如，1 ［次0 jq> + S S〈如加1 —如诚』

土渺，渺으끄既- (51)

厂12 4”和

and

aE= (r, s, ”z)="〈F叩"。成泌〉브专끄d

-#営宽〈F叩1| 土 Mj〉응y- 
f * r12 이 c#： 啲

=〈如 11 叮斂 +g啊内5决〉+〈如'11 어状扩 1

(r,s,Sz)cc)
+ £如，矽七/ + S £<如加匚如加t\ 
*=2 c p 3 m

~~ 0门如1+©打(£如"知/)
尸12 (S) i = 2

+ (部邱샤') 如，〉缥丝쇼「 (52)

人 = 2 이 c'p'mq

where

貽决三明 s, 疽三쌔

^crp'-mq

=」譬典끄£- (53)

^c'q-mq

“凌寻(广, S, &) 凌三书오籍己

= 스*鼻_  (54)

^cq-mq

and Fc>p-1 is chosen in such a way that the 

corresponding and Ac-p>.mq do not vanish.

The striking resemblance of the two fomulae, 

Eqs. (51) and (52) is only superficial one, 

since 卩泉 does depend on F, S and m. The 

dependence actually prohibits a unique definition 

of the crystal field parameter 10 Dqf as earlier 

worker noted by di任erent approach17. For the 

comparison of E ⑴，which is the (first order) 

energy of strong field case in the classical field 

theory, with j£, perhaps one had better reg

roup the right side of Eq. (52):

/(广,S, m) = {〈如山7° I如i〉+〈如，山尸I如，i〉}

+ {〈如 il 하이 Z 如矽时疽〉+〈如』凸
i=-2

5£&)(c)
mg项나小 基〉］ + S 〈如 1如'L 如'1如 11

1 C , 1 (F.S.Sz*  (c)
+1如如1〉p沙"+ { 2永如加1
尸 12 아心，mg c *

一如q如」謂 衫由渺兴+如如力盘〉

-終끄土」= {卩(1)} + {火11)}

+ {L(I)} + {L(II)} (55)

with obvious definitions for V( I ),卩(II), L 

(I ) and L(II). What one experimentally ob

serves is not the itself but the difference of 

AE in the two states (zero order energy is 

degenerate!).

E⑴ of Eq. (51) corresponds to V( I ) +L 

(I ), except with minor difference in coeffici

ents included in L( I ), In a strong field, by 

definition, V( I) + 卩(II) is larger than L( I ) 

4-L(II). Especially when the field gets strong 

enough, even V(II) itself grows so large that 

one should not simply neglect it, as 砂)does. 

The trouble is, this very E ⑴ is supposed to be 

used in a strong field, according to the classical 

crystal field theory.

As one sees from the dependence of ficmk on 

r, S, and m, there is no such thing, especia

lly in a strong field, as 10 Dq which is com

mon to all the states characterized by I" S and 

m. In a weak field, however, one may give a 

significance to the parameter, because in thi오 

case 卩”(II) is the least influential term in the 

expression of JE.

But, on the other hand, in the weak field, 

L( I )+L(II) is larger than V( I ) +by 

definition. Thus one has no reason to simply 

neglect L(II) as the conventional crystal field 

theory does. In fact L(II) is the one which 

modifies the Condon-Slater Integral, Fn.

But, still the 10 Dq and Fnt s have been used 
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as empirical parameters, and by doing so, cry

stal field theory explained and clarified energy

states of so many complexes. How should we 

explain? The answer for this is to give a new 

(though probably approximate) theoretical exp

ression which is common to all the states cha

racterized by 尸，S and m.

Suppose 饥 and ak=Rk(r)a)ka

(0, <p) which correspond to 机危 and 楓京 Then 

one-electron total perturbation energies due to 

v° may be written as

三〈约I v° I z虹+ Z的卩论〈初!旳+ 2：吹以〉t 
为=2 i=2

=〈灼 3° 이 «i> +〈以打0° 이“1 + Zz妩以〉 (56)
% = 2

瓜0=〈钓II勾〉+〈勾I *41 ai +汶眼 (57)

where 以 and 泓 correspond to 岛凌 in Eq. 

(52). Since〈妇泸％i〉and〈&，产 |代〉are 

identical (it influences only on the ^center of 

gravity” on splitting), one has

—Z知=〈&1|&。이人]〉{«皿|苛40侦〉

一〈饥」苛 이 纨》+ Z〈死 I 尺셰 I 死〉 
i = 2

(«皿」씨 编〉以 一〈a% I 苛이 a) 如〉时 (58)

2』&+= 5〈Ri IR。。I R» + E：〈Rl IR。이 RQ 
4=2

{2 (o)ia|ct)°4| c%〉力+3«如 I 苛이 a幅〉炕}(59)

Now, one assumes that

以=位三73 for all J7, S.m (60)

and restricts k to nd functions so that

方=L 2, 3, 5,....

3d 40 5d 6d (61)

The assumption means to allow equivalent ra

dial distortion to five 3d orbitals and no angular 

distortion. Then from Eqs. (58) and (59)

z知=〈&] R°41R 是 RM (62)
i = 2

2,弟+3』£q=5〈Ril」Rg|Ri〉 (63)

where 77 is a simple constant. Taking

j£u—= Dq (64) 

one obtains, from Eqs. (62) and (63),

如产石互+頒】成。。成1〉 (65)

/虬=-T禹 +〈Ri IR。。I殆〉 (66)

where〈死成。이，码〉is the "center of gravityM.

From Eqs. (51) and (52), with 놔】e same 

assumption as above, one obtains typical elect

ron interaction integrals such as

〈代⑴约(2) 丨儿⑴q(2)〉
r12

and

3i ⑴ ai(2)l+lkl)ci ⑵+竇 

r12 k = 2

血 ⑴야 (2) + 敬⑴ (2)} Tk> 

which one is going to compare. If one factors 

the common angular integrals out, there result

〈死⑴Ri⑵I-耳-成1⑴心⑵〉=F” (67)

r>

〈Ri⑴氏(2) I—오i- LRi⑴心⑵ +Z 

r> i-2

成i(l)」也(2) +Zk(l)Ri(2)}〃〉三戶” (68) 

where Fn of Eq (67) is the Condon-Slater in

tegral if a trivial constant multiplied to it. As 

one sees now that "the free ion values, F하 

(given by Eq. (67))” should be not adequate 

in a weak field, and the empirical parameters 

one uses are, in fact, Fn of Eq. (68).

In short, the introduction of the excited con

figuration interaction to crystal field theory, in 

limited sense of equal radial distortion and no 

angular distortion, leads to the simple scaling 

of classical crystal field parameter 10 Dq and 

Fn, Condon-Slater parameters.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the present paper the Integral Hellmann- 

Feynman Theorem is generalized to 용ive a full 

significance to the off-diagonal form, placing 

an emphasis on degenerate case. The generali

zed theorem is then successfully applied to see 
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the effects of configuration interaction on the 

crystal field theory, It is shown that the con

tributions of excited states to the perturbed 

states of (3d) 2 configuration via the crystal field 

V° and l/ri2 are linear and extents of contri

butions are different from states to states when 

the perturbation energies of all order are colle

ctively taken into account. Thus there simply 

do not exist radial integrals which are common 

to all states characterized by F, S and m, and 

could be perametrized. However if one allows 

only angularly undistorted and radially equally 

distorted excited configurations to get mixed in, 

then there result radial integrals common to all 

states. It means the parameters of the traditio

nal crystal field theory, such as 10 Dq and F”, 

^automatically include, when they are replaced 

by empirical data, some of the effects of confi

guration interaction.
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